
Global Internet Users Decide to CENSOR GOOGLE, 
FACEBOOK AND TWITTER OUT OF THEIR LIVES

RIGGING THE INTERNET AND PUSHING COVERT 
IDEOLOGICAL AGENDAS LIKE GOOGLE, FACEBOOK 
AND TWITTER WORK TOGETHER TO DO, HAS ITS 
DOWN SIDES
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[–] waffleman 5 points (+5|-0) ago  

so that means they are going to get rid of all the ISIS and left wing extremist videos? right? oh wait, 
that would be silly. I'll bet they mean all of the extreme Trump videos. 
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[–] GIF-lLL-S0NG 2 points (+2|-0) ago  

They already do this for TV/Movies. It is called content-ID. why not do it for everything? Censorship 
Creep. 
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Meaning if you do not agree with progressive ideals, you are gone. Doom on them all.
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Time for a new Internet. Is that possible? Someone with tech experience could you chime in. I don't 
know how the internet works. Is it just google removing shit from search results. Would just using 
different search engines work? 
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[–] XPS 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

They are talking about policing content on their sites. So whenever they block youtube videos for 
copywrite, now it will also be for whatever content they decide is now verboten. Given what we saw 
during the last year you can imagine what that will be.
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[–] Crawdadie17 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

What it looks like the sjws are gonna have their sites then then the opposition. Reddit vs voat Twitter vs
gab and so on. Man what a fucking time to be alive. The world became so tiny in such a small time. 
Even if ya just want to mind your own fucking business. Someone will always be right behind you 
poking you with a stick. 
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https://archive.is/PBCoC : 

Web giants to cooperate on removal of extremist content | Reuters 
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